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The Silver Bull Market: Investing in the Other GoldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	From one of the world's most respected authorities on precious metals investment--a thoroughly researched volume on the investment prospects for silver, the other gold.

	

	  After outperforming virtually all other investments for more than a decade, gold is being reincorporated into the financial...
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Current Sources and Voltage References: A Design Reference for Electronics EngineersNewnes, 2005
Current Sources and Voltage References provides fixed, well-regulated levels of current or voltage within a circuit. These are two of the most important "building blocks " of analog circuits, and are typically used in creating most analog IC designs. 



Part 1 shows the reader how current sources are created, how...
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Device and Materials Modeling in PEM Fuel Cells (Topics in Applied Physics)Springer, 2008
The impact of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells on energy generation will parallel the impact of the integrated circuit on information technology. The underlying processes in PEM fuel cells have strong ties to energy generation at the mitochondrial level in organic life. The potential applications range from the micron scale to large...
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Fundamentals of Electric CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Alexander and Sadiku's third edition of Fundamentals of Electric Circuits continues in the spirit of its successful previous editions, with the objective of presenting circuit analysis in a manner that is clearer, more interesting, and easier to understand than the other texts in the market. Students are introduced to the sound,...
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Quantum Circuit SimulationSpringer, 2009
Quantum Circuit Simulation covers the fundamentals of linear algebra and introduces basic concepts of quantum physics needed to understand quantum circuits and algorithms. It requires only basic familiarity with algebra, graph algorithms and computer engineering. After introducing necessary background, the authors describe key simulation...
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Python for Secret Agents - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Gather, analyze, and decode data to reveal hidden facts using Python, the perfect tool for all aspiring secret agents


	About This Book

	
		Discover the essential features of Python programming: statements, variables, expressions, and many of the built-in data types
	
		Use Python's standard...
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Parasitic-Aware Optimization of CMOS RF CircuitsSpringer, 2003
The annual market for wireless devices exceeds tens of billions of dollars
worldwide. As markets expand and evolve, there is an insatiable demand for
greater functionality in smaller form factor devices, seamless compatibility
with various communications standards, longer battery operating lifetimes,
and, of course, lower costs....
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Cardiovascular Physiology (Lange Physiology Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006
This text is intended to provide students with                    the core information and concepts necessary to develop a firm                    understanding of how the intact cardiovascular system                    operates. Specifically stated learning objectives, key                    concepts, and study questions for each chapter allow the...
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Recent Developments in Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices: Proceedings of ICCD 2017 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 752)Springer, 2018

	
		This book offers a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers presented at the International Conference on Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices (ICCD 2017), discussing all dimensions of intelligent sciences – intelligent computing, intelligent communication, and intelligent devices.

	...
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Low Power CMOS VLSI: Circuit DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	The scaling of silicon technology has been ongoing for over forty years. We
	are on our way to commercializing devices having a minimum feature size of
	one-tenlh of a micron. The push for miniaturization comes from the demand
	for higher functionality and higher performance at a lower cost. As a result,
	successively higher levels of...
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Brain Theory From A Circuits And Systems PerspectiveSpringer, 2013

	This book models  an idealized neuron as being driven by basic electrical elements, the goal being to systematically characterize the logical properties of neural pulses.  In order to constitute a system, neurons as pulsating devices may be represented using novel circuit elements as delineated in this book.  A plausible brain...
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Power System RelayingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	With emphasis on power system protection from the network operator perspective, this classic textbook explains the fundamentals of relaying and power system phenomena including stability, protection and reliability. The fourth edition brings coverage up-to-date with important advancements in protective relaying due to significant changes in...
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